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Frature of disordered solids in ompression as a ritial phenomenon:
I. Statistial mehanis formalism
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This is the rst of a series of three artiles that treats frature loalization as a ritial phenomenon.
This rst artile establishes a statistial mehanis based on ensemble averages when utuations
through time play no role in dening the ensemble. Ensembles are obtained by dividing a huge rok
sample into many mesosopi volumes. Beause roks are a disordered olletion of grains in ohesive
ontat, we expet that one shear strain is applied and raks begin to arrive in the system, the
mesosopi volumes will have a wide distribution of dierent rak states. These mesosopi volumes
are the members of our ensembles. We determine the probability of observing a mesosopi volume
to be in a given rak state by maximizing Shannon's measure of the emergent rak disorder subjet
to onstraints oming from the energy-balane of brittle frature. The laws of thermodynamis, the
partition funtion, and the quantiation of temperature are obtained for suh raking systems.
PACS numbers: 46.50.+a, 46.65.+g, 62.20.Mk, 64.60.Fr
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I. INTRODUCTION
When roks and other disordered-solid materials are
in ompression and then have an additional deviatori
strain applied to them, small stable raks irreversibly
appear at random throughout the material. Eah time
the deviatori strain is inreased, more raks appear. In
the softening regime following peak stress, a sample will
unstably fail along a plane loalized at an angle relative
to the prinipal-stress diretion. We have aumulated
evidene suggesting that suh loalization is a ontinuous
phase transition.
This is the rst of three artiles that develops a sta-
tistial mehanis that allows the possible phase transi-
tions in a raking solid to be investigated. Many stud-
ies have assumed that frature is a thermally-ativated
proess and have used a statistial mehanis based on
thermal utuations [1-5℄. However, our interest here is
with brittle frature in whih raks appear irreversibly
and in whih thermal utuations play no role. For this
problem, the statistis of the frature proess is entirely
due to the initial quenhed disorder in the system.
A onsiderable literature has developed for so-alled
breakdown phenomena in systems having quenhed dis-
order and zero temperature [6-23℄. In partiular, the
burned-fuse [6-8℄, spring-network [9-11℄, and ber-bundle
[12-17℄ analog models for frature have all been shown to
yield various types of saling laws prior to the point of
breakdown [18-23℄ . Our work is dierent in that we di-
retly treat the frature problem (not an analog model of
it) assuming that all of the statistis is due to quenhed
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disorder. We obtain the probability of emergent damage
states by maximizing Shannon's entropy subjet to ap-
propriate onstraints. This approah has reently been
proven exat in the speial ase of ber bundles [24℄.
The prinipal onlusion of our present theory is that
at a ritial-strain point, there is a ontinuous phase tran-
sition from states where raks are uniformly distributed
to states where oherently oriented raks are grouped
into onjugate bands. Several fats justify lassifying
suh band formation as a ritial phenomenon.
First, the loalization of the raks into bands spon-
taneously breaks both the rotational and translational
symmetry of the material even though our model Hamil-
tonian preserves these same symmetries. The entropy of
the material remains ontinuous and the ensemble of the
most probable states beomes degenerate at the loaliza-
tion transition; i.e., prior to loalization, the most proba-
ble state is the intat state, while right at the transition,
ertain banded states aquire the same probability as the
intat state. Further, an autoorrelation length assoi-
ated with the aspet ratio of the emergent rak bands
diverges in the approah to the ritial point. Unfortu-
nately, quantitative laboratory measurements of how the
bands of raks oalese and evolve in size and shape
prior to the nal loalization point do not presently ex-
ist. We speulate in the third artile of this series on how
suh measurements might be performed.
Our explanation of loalization based on the physis of
interating raks is distint from the bifuration analysis
of Rudniki and Rie [25℄ in whih loalization is a onse-
quene of a proposed phenomenologial elasto-plastiity
law. Our work provides a method for obtaining suh a
plastiity law from the underlying physis.
2II. THE PROBABILISTIC NATURE OF THE
FRACTURE PROBLEM
Roks are a disordered olletion of grains in ohe-
sive ontat. The grains have varying shapes and sizes
with typial grain sizes in the range of 10100 µm but
sometimes onsiderably larger. The ontats between
the grains are generally weaker than the grains them-
selves and have strengths and geometries that vary from
one ontat to the next. When deviatori (i.e., shear)
strain is applied to a rok, grain ontats begin to break.
In what follows, a broken grain ontat will be alled a
rak. Suh a break is a stress-ativated irreversible
proess. One a grain ontat is broken, there is no
signiant healing that ours. Craks are not arriving
and disappearing due to thermal utuations. This fat
makes our denition of statistial ensembles quite dier-
ent from that in the usual appliation of statistial me-
hanis to moleular systems as we now go on to disuss.
A. Creating a statistial ensemble
We imagine dividing a huge (formally innite) system
into mesosopi volumes that will be alled mesovol-
umes. Beause the materials of interest here have a wide
range of grain-sale disorder, many dierent rak states
will emerge in the various mesovolumes one energy has
been put into the system and raking begins. These
various mesovolumes and the rak states they ontain
omprise the ensembles in our theory.
In order to be spei with our ideas, we now intro-
due a simple model of the initial disorder and emergent
rak states. The purpose of this speial model in the
present paper is to motivate how ensembles are formed;
however, the model Hamiltonian developed in Paper II
will be based upon it.
In the model, eah mesovolume is divided into N iden-
tial ells where a ell has dimensions on the order of a
grain size and where N is a large number suh as 102D or
more with D the system's dimension. In eah ell, only a
single grain ontat is allowed to break. The loal order
parameter (expliitly dened in Paper II) haraterizes
both the orientation and length of suh a broken grain
ontat. In the present paper, an order-parameter de-
sription is not yet neessary. Prior to breaking, all ells
are assumed to have the same elasti moduli.
The quenhed disorder is in how the grain-ontat
breaking energy E(x) is distributed in the ells x of a
mesovolume. We assume that only a fration of the nomi-
nal grain-ontat area is atually emented together, and
that the degree of ementation from one ontat to the
next is random. Thus, the breaking energies E(x) are
random variables independently sampled from a distri-
bution π(E) having support on [0,ΓdD−1] where Γ is the
surfae-energy density of the mineral, d is the nominal
linear dimension of a grain ontat, and dD−1 is the grain-
ontat area in D dimensions. The quenhed-disorder
distribution π(E) an have any assumed form.
We now dene an innite olletion of distint meso-
volumes by allowing for every oneivable way that E(x)
may be distributed in a mesovolume. Putting this olle-
tion together forms the innite rok mass whose proper-
ties we are interested in determining. Eah mesovolume
so dened is a deterministi system and upon slowly ap-
plying the same strain tensor ε to all the mesovolumes,
eah will undergo a deterministi raking senario and
end up in a well dened rak state. We denote eah of
the possible nal rak states with an index j. A prini-
pal goal of the present paper is to obtain the oupation
probabilities pj of these various rak states whih are
simply the fration of the mesovolumes in the system
that are in the state j.
We an understand how the various rak states
emerge by appealing to a form of Grith's [26℄ rite-
rion. A ell will break only if the hange in the elasti
energy due to the break is greater than or equal to the
bond-breaking energy E(x). If Ca is the eetive elasti-
stiness tensor of the entire mesovolume that holds after
the break ours and ifCb is the stiness-tensor that held
before the break, Grith's riterion an be stated
ℓD ε : (Cb −Ca) :ε/2 > E (1)
where ε is the strain tensor haraterizing the entire
mesovolume at the moment of the break and ℓD is the
volume of a mesovolume. This partiular statement is
an approximation based on an assumed linear elastiity
and absene of residual strain after unloading, but a gen-
eral statement will be derived in Setion III B. Sine the
mesovolume with an extra rak is more ompliant than
without it, the weakest ells will begin to break even after
the slightest of applied strain.
Yet an emergent rak state is not just a trivial onse-
quene of the E(x) distribution in a mesovolume. Craks
aligned along bands onentrate stress allowing even
large barriers E(x) to be overtaken along the band. In
the present model, this means that plaing raks along
bands produes a larger hange in the elasti moduli of
the mesovolume than plaing raks in more random po-
sitions. Thus, at least above some applied strain level, we
expet the banded states to emerge as the ones that are
signiantly present in a rok system. Non-banded states
at large strain are muh more speial. They an ome
only from mesovolumes in whih the weak ells making
up the state are all surrounded by strong ells.
A key idea here is that eah mesovolume embedded in
the system experienes the same global strain tensor and,
as suh, has a rak state statistially independent from
the other mesovolumes. This is only valid so long as the
emergent bands of organized raks have a dimension ξ
that is small relative to the size ℓ of the mesovolume.
Sreening eets due to destrutive strain interations
between inoherently oriented raks ause the far-eld
strain from a loal rak struture to fall o with distane
r even more rapidly than the (ξ/r)D fall o in an un-
raked material. But even in the thermodynami limit
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FIG. 1: Stress-strain data ourtesy of David Lokner of the
USGS Menlo Park. The slope measured upon loading a sam-
ple is dened by D while that measured upon unloading
and/or reloading the sample is dened by C.
of innite system sizes, the required statistial indepen-
dene of the mesovolumes breaks down right at the rit-
ial strain where divergent bands of raks beome im-
portant. The onlusion is that although our ensemble-
based statistis is valid in the approah to loalization, it
is inapable of desribing the post-loalization physis.
B. Marosopi observables
In the laboratory experiments to whih we apply our
theory, a sample is immersed in a reservoir from whih
either uniform stress or strain onditions an be applied
to the sample's exterior surfae ∂Ω. The marosopi
strain tensor ε is dened in terms of the displaement u
at points on ∂Ω as
ε =
1
LD
∫
∂Ω
nu dS (2)
where n is the outward normal to the sample's surfae
and LD is the volume of the sample in D dimensions.
This denition of deformation thus orresponds to the
volume average of the loal deformation tensor ∇u(x)
dened at interior points x of the sample. It will soon be
shown to be onjugate to the marosopi stress tensor τ
in the expression for the work arried out on the sample.
If strain (rather than stress) is the ontrol variable, the
displaements at points x of the external surfae ∂Ω are
given by u = x · ε.
As shown in Fig. 1, a typial ompression experiment
starts with the sample in a pure hydrostati pressure
state and then systematially inreases the deformation
in the axial diretion, keeping the radial onning pres-
sure pc onstant. Other ways of ontrolling the radial
stress during the experiment are to keep a onstant ratio
between axial and radial stress, or to impose a onstant
radial deformation. So long as the onning pressure
does not beome so large as to indue a brittle-to-dutile
transition [27℄, these various experiments all result in the
same type of loalized struture at large axial strains.
When axial strain is monotonially inreased, raks ar-
rive at eah strain inrement and the deformation and
stress hanges are related as
dτ =
dτ
dε
:dε = D :dε (3)
where the fourth-order tensor D is alled the tangent-
stiness tensor. This tensor denes the slopes between
the various stress and strain omponents as the sample
is being loaded and is an experimental observable.
If at some point in the stress history the axial pressure
is redued, we follow a dierent deformation path as seen
in the gure due to the fat that no new raks are re-
ated. Suh an unloading experiment denes the elasti
(or seant) stiness tensor C
dτ = C :dε. (4)
We model the unloading/reloading paths as being en-
tirely reversible and in so doing neglet the small hys-
teresis due to frition along the opened raks.
In order to distinguish loading paths (with rak re-
ation) from unloading paths (without rak reation), all
properties are expliitly taken to depend on two strain
variables; namely, the maximum strain εm having been
applied to a sample, and the urrent strain ε that is dier-
ent than the maximum only if the sample has been subse-
quently unloaded. Note that even if ε and εm are written
as tensors, they eah orrespond to only one salar de-
gree of freedom along the loading/unloading paths, sine
the radial omponents an always be expressed in terms
of the axial omponents via the type of radial ontrol
employed (e.g., pc = const in a standard triaxial test).
The stress tensor τ in the theory orresponds to the
volume average of the loal stress tensor T(x) that sat-
ises ∇ · T(x) = 0 at interior points x; i.e., τ =
L−D
∫
Ω
T(x) dV and is a funtion of the urrent and
maximum strains τ = τ (ε, εm) as shown in Fig. 1. By
averaging the elastostati identity ∇· (Tx) = T over the
mesovolume we further have that τ = L−D
∫
∂Ω n·Tx dS.
The work density dU performed on the sample when
there is an inrement in strain dε is in both ases of
loading and unloading
dU =
1
LD
∫
∂Ω
n ·T · du dS (5)
= τ :dε. (6)
To obtain Eq. (6) from (5), we have written the ontrolled
displaements on a sample's surfae as du = x ·dε where
the strain inrement dε is uniform over ∂Ω. Thus, dU
orresponds to the volume average of the loal work den-
sity T(x) :d∇u(x).
The total energy U per unit sample volume that goes
into the sample during the loading up to a maximum
strain-tensor εm is then
U(εm) =
∫
εm
ε0
τ (ε′, ε′) :dε′. (7)
4where ε0 is the strain assoiated with the initial isotropi
stress. If after loading to εm, the sample is unloaded bak
to a urrent strain of ε, we have the general expression
U(ε, εm) = U(εm) +
∫
ε
εm
τ (ε′, εm) :dε
′. (8)
If the sample is unloaded bak to the initial stress, or-
responding to a possibly non-zero residual strain εres,
a last experimental observable is the energy Q(εm) =
U(εres, εm) (per unit sample volume) that went into rak
reation and that is lost during the loading proess .
C. Ergodi hypothesis
We have shown above that the experimentally-
measurable variables of energy density U , deformation
ε, and applied stress τ orrespond to volume averages
of eah eld throughout a system. Our ergodi hypothe-
sis amounts to assuming that the systems we work with
are suiently large that suh volume averages an be
replaed by ensemble averages
U =
∑
j
pjEj , ε =
∑
j
pjεj , τ =
∑
j
pjτj . (9)
Here, Ej is the average work per unit mesovolume re-
quired to take an initially unraked mesovolume from
zero strain to the strain tensor εj . A similar deni-
tion holds for τj . In both the denition of Ej and
τj = dEj/dεj, the average is over the initial quenhed-
disorder distribution.
So long as eah mesovolume ontains rak states that
have no signiant inuene on the neighboring mesovol-
umes (formally valid only in the thermodynami limit),
the sum over the olletion of mesovolumes (ensemble
averaging) is equivalent to a volume integral over the
entire system. In pratie, we will only ever onsider
ensembles that have by denition εj = ε; however, we
ould equivantly immerse eah mesovolume in a uniform
stress-tensor reservoir and allow εj to vary from state to
state.
III. THERMODYNAMICS OF CRACK
POPULATIONS
A. Fundamental postulate
The frature-mehanis problem of ounting how many
of the initial mesovolumes an be led to the same rak
state appears to be hopelessly intratable. Fortunately,
it also appears to be unneessary for systems ontaining
initial quenhed disorder. Upon putting deviatori strain
energy into suh a system, the emergent rak states j
will on the one hand attempt to mirror this quenhed
disorder with weakest ells breaking rst; however, due
to the energetis of the rak interations, many dier-
ent types of initial mesovolumes may be led to the same
rak state whih results in non-uniform rak-state prob-
abilities pj even if the quenhed-disorder distribution is
uniform.
We state our fundamental postulate as follows: The
probability pj of observing a mesovolume to be in rak
state j an be determined by maximizing Shannon's [28℄
measure of disorder
S = −
∑
j
pj ln pj (10)
subjet to onstraints involving the marosopi observ-
ables that derive from the energetis of the frature me-
hanis. That entropy is to be maximized an be ex-
peted sine the quenhed disorder allows all states to be
present in a suiently large system. In reent work [24℄,
we have demonstrated that this postulate yields exat re-
sults for the speial ase of ber bundles with global-load
sharing.
The onstraints are what give the dimensionless fun-
tion S dened by Eq. (10) all the thermodynami infor-
mation about our raking system and must expliitly
involve the independent variables of S. Suh indepen-
dent variables are determined by establishing the rst law
of thermodynamis for a system raking in ompressive
shear.
B. The work of reating a rak state
To obtain the rst law, it is rst neessary to dene the
detailed energy balane for eah rak state and to under-
stand how the work Ej required to reate state j depends
on both the atual strain ε and on the maximum-ahieved
strain εm.
1. Grith's riterion and rak-state energy
Consider a given mesovolume with a deterministi dis-
tribution of breaking energies E(x) assigned to eah ell
x of the mesovolume. Starting from a state of isotropi
strain ε0, we slowly apply an additional axial deforma-
tion and monitor how one rak after another enters the
mesovolume until the nal strain tensor ε and nal rak
state j are arrived at. Lets say that this state j has a
total of N raks assoiated with it.
Figure 2 details the history of how the stress (and,
therefore, work) might evolve in the mesovolume as strain
is applied and raks arrive. Initially, the mesovolume
will elastially deform aording to the stiness tensor
C0 (no raks yet present) until the rst rak arrives at
the strain tensor ε1 with an assoiated drop in the meso-
volume's stress. Lets say the bond-breaking energy of
this rst rak was E1. The mesovolume will now have a
dierent overall stiness tensor C1 and will elastially
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FIG. 2: The heavy line is the atual path followed during the
steady appliation of axial strain. Eah vertial drop in stress
orresponds to the arrival of a rak.
deform with these new moduli until the seond rak
arrives and so on until all N raks have entered and
the mesovolume has attained its nal stiness tensor of
Cj = CN . The nal tensor Cj depends on both the lo-
ation and orientation of these N raks in addition to
their number.
At some intermediate stage having n raks, the stress
tensor τn(ε) is dened by integrating dτ = Cn(ε
′) : dε′
from ε
res
n to ε, where ε
res
n is the residual deformation
observed upon unloading the sample bak to zero stress
as shown in the gure. We have
τn(ε) =
∫
ε
ε
res
n
Cn :dε
′. (11)
The elasti energy density orresponding to this state at
deformation ε is similarly
Eeln (ε) = E
res
n +
∫
ε
ε
res
n
τn(ε
′) :dε′ (12)
where Eresn represents the residual elasti energy that re-
mains in the system when the state with n raks is un-
loaded to zero applied stress. These residual (zero-stress)
quantities are present whenever plasti deformation o-
urs within a grain-ontat. After a sample elastially
returns to zero applied stress, suh plasti deformation
remains and, aordingly, there is an elasti stress eld
surrounding any rak that experiened plasti deforma-
tion. The strain energy assoiated with suh loal resid-
ual stress is what onstitutes the residual energy Eresn .
When the nth rak arrives in a strain-ontrolled ex-
periment, there is no hange in the strain εn and thus no
external work performed. However, there is a hange
in stiness (and possibly residual strain) resulting in
an assoiated stress drop ∆τn = τn−1(εn) − τn(εn),
and a drop in the stored elasti energy density ∆Eeln =
Eeln−1(εn) − E
el
n (εn). Energy onservation requires the
elasti energy redution to exatly balane the work per-
formed in opening the rak so that
−∆Eeln +
En +Kn
ℓD
= 0 (13)
where En is the bond-breaking work performed at the
grain ontat of the nth rak,Kn is the energy that went
into aousti emissions when the rak arrived and/or
expended in any mode II fritional sliding or plasti de-
formation at the grain ontat (Kn is a positive loss
term), and, as earlier, ℓD is the volume of a mesovolume.
Beause Kn is positive, we an rewrite Eq. (13) as an
inequality
Kn
ℓD
= ∆Eeln −
En
ℓD
≥ 0 (14)
whih is a general statement of Grith's riterion. Upon
appealing to linear elastiity (elasti stinesses indepen-
dent of strain level) and putting the residual deformation
to zero (no plastiity inside the raks), we arrive at the
onvenient statement ℓD εn : (Cn−1 − Cn) : εn/2 ≥ En
given earlier.
The work performed between the arrival of the nth and
the (n+ 1)th rak is dened
Wn =
∫
εn+1
εn
τn(ε
′) :ε′ = Eeln (εn+1)− E
el
n (εn). (15)
Thus, the total work required to reah the nal strain ε
is the sum (.f., Figure 2)
Epj =
N∑
m=0
Wn (16)
where by onventionWN is the work performed after the
arrival of the last rak to get to the nal deformation ε.
The supersript p on Epj is simply indiating that this is
the work for one partiular realization of the quenhed
disorder. Rewriting the sum by introduing Eqs. (15)
and (13), then gives
Epj = E
el
N (ε)− E
el
0 (ε0) +
N∑
n=1
∆Eeln
= Eelj (ε) +
N∑
n=1
En +Kn
ℓD
− Eel0 (ε0) (17)
where Eel0 (ε0) is the small and physially-unimportant
amount of energy that is stored in the initial isotropi
strain eld. Equation (17) is the natural statement that
the work performed in reating state j at strain ε is the
sum of the elasti energy density stored in the material
in the nal state plus the energy irreversibly expended
during the opening of eah rak.
Both the loss term Kn and the residual energies E
res
j
(ontained in Eelj ) are potentially a funtion of the point
in strain history at whih a grain ontat atually breaks;
e.g., most models one might propose for plasti defor-
mation at a grain ontat are dependent on the applied
stress level. However, modeling suh plasti proesses
seems unertain at best. We thus assume that at least for
those rak states signiantly ontributing to any phase
6transition (states with lots of raks), the stress-history
dependene of Kn is, on average, negligible. Further,
sine the residual strain in brittle-frature experiments is
never more than a few perent of the peak-stress deforma-
tion and sine the essene of the loalization proess does
not seem to lie in Eresj , we assume that E
res
j ≪
∑
n En.
With these approximations, the work density Epj depends
only on the nal state j, the nal strain ε (through Eelj ),
and the breaking energies En.
The energy density Ej needed later in our probability
law is obtained by further averaging over the quenhed-
disorder in the breaking energies En to give
Ej = E
el
j (ε) + γj(εm)
Nj
ℓD
− Eel0 (ε0). (18)
Here, Nj = N is the total number of raks in state j and
γj is the average energy required to break a single grain
ontat where the average is over all ells throughout
all mesovolumes led to state j. This γj an be dierent
for dierent nal rak states. It will also be greater at
greater values of the maximum strain εm beause, a-
ording to Grith, the ells omprising j an break at
higher energy levels when the strain is greater. The rst
term in Eq. (18) orresponds to the purely reversible
elasti energy and therefore depends only on the atual
strain state ε.
2. Spei expression for Ej
To failitate the development in Paper II and to be
more spei, we now use Grith's riterion to develop
an expression for Ej that is based on linear elastiity.
When the nth rak arrives, the linear-elasti variant of
the Grith riterion gives that
En < ℓ
D
εn : (Cn−1 −Cn) :εn/2 (19)
< ℓD εm : (Cn−1 −Cn) :εm/2 (20)
where as earlier εn is the strain point on the load urve
where the nth rak arrives while εm is the nal maximum
strain level of the experiment. The seond inequality fol-
lows from the rst sine an extra rak always redues
the stiness of a mesovolume. For any partiular meso-
volume in state j, the average energy required to break
a ontat γpj thus satises
γpj ≡
1
Nj
Nj∑
n=1
En <
ℓD
2Nj
εm : (C0 −Cj) :εm (21)
where the right-hand side omes from summing Eq. (20).
Sine this inequality is independent of the history, every
mesovolume that is led to state j must satisfy it. We may
thus write γj in the form
γj = fj
ℓD
2Nj
εm : (C0 −Cj) :εm (22)
where the fration fj is bounded as 0 < fj < 1. We next
demonstrate that the variation of fj from one state to
the next is so small as to be negleted altogether.
A tighter lower bound for fj is obtained by onsidering
rak states j having Nj non-interating raks. Sine
the raks do not interat to onentrate stress, all of
the Nj ells that broke had their breaking energies some-
where in the range 0 ≤ E ≤ δE = ℓDεm :δC :εm/2 where
δC is the hange in the stiness tensor due to the arrival
of a single non-interating rak and δE is the assoiated
hange in the elasti energy. Sine the breaking energies
are independent random variables taken from the distri-
bution π(E), we obtain
γj =
∫ δE
0
eπ(e) de∫ δE
0 π(e) de
(23)
for non-interating rak states j.
We now appeal to a spei form for the probability
distribution π(E). Initially, our roks are intat and it
is expeted that more grain ontats are entirely bonded
(E = ΓdD−1) than entirely unbonded (E = 0). We thus
assume a monotoni distribution Ek with k > 0 satisfying
the normalization
∫ ΓdD−1
0 π(e)de = 1 so that
π(E) =
(k + 1)
ΓdD−1
(
E
ΓdD−1
)k
= c Ek. (24)
Using this π, the average energy required to break a on-
tat in a non-interating rak state is
γj =
k + 1
k + 2
δE =
q
2
ℓDεm :δC :εm (25)
where we have dened q = (k+1)/(k+2). All dependene
on the underlying quenhed-disorder distribution in our
theory is onned to the onstant q whih for any k > 0
is in the range [0.5, 1].
Sine for non-interating states C0 − Cj = NjδC, a
omparison of Eqs. (25) and (22) shows that fj = q for
all the non-interating states. For the interating states,
the prefator fj must be slightly greater beause now
stress onentration an allow stronger ells to break. It
is thus onluded that for all states, the fj of Eq. (22) are
bounded as q ≤ fj < 1 whih when ompared to how Nj
varies from state to state an be onsidered negligible.
From here on, we simply take fj = q for all states.
The essential physis for the average amount of work
that goes into building up any given rak state j is thus
aptured by
Ej(ε, εm) = E
R
j (ε) + E
I
j (εm) (26)
ERj (ε) =
1
2
ε :Cj :ε (27)
EIj (εm) =
q
2
εm : (C0 −Cj) :εm (28)
where the supersripts R and I denote respetively the
reversible and irreversible part of the energy. The intat
7hydrostati energy Eel0 (ε0) has been negleted sine it
does not involve raks and, therefore, annot inuene
the probability of the various rak states.
C. The laws of our rak-based thermodynamis
Using the ergodi hypothesis disussed earlier, the av-
erage energy density in a disorded solid an be written
U =
∑
j pjEj . We are interested in how U hanges when
inrements in ε and εm are applied to the system.
In general, a small inrement in U an be written
dU =
∑
j
Ejdpj +
∑
j
pjdEj . (29)
The rst term involving the probability hange is en-
tirely due to rak reation. Some mesovolumes that
were in less raked states prior to the inrement, are
transformed to state j during the inrement, while meso-
volumes that were in state j, are transformed to other
more raked states. If in the inrement, the number
of mesovolumes arriving in state j is dierent than the
number leaving, there is a hange dpj in the oupational
probability of that state. Suh hanges are the only way
to hange the disorder in the system, so that
∑
j
Ejdpj = TdS (30)
is the work involved in hanging the system's disorder
via rak prodution. The proportionality onstant T is
formally a temperature and will be treated in detail.
Using the deomposition Ej(ε, εm) = E
R
j (ε)+E
I
j (εm),
we an write the seond term of Eq. (29) as
∑
j
pjdEj =
∑
j
pjdE
R
j +
∑
j
pjdE
I
j . (31)
The rst part is due to purely elasti (reversible) hanges
in eah mesovolume and may be further written
∑
j
pjdE
R
j = τ :dε (32)
where τ is the average stress tensor ating on the meso-
volumes. This result an be veried by appealing either
to Eq. (27) or to the more general statement of Eq. (12).
The seond part
∑
j pjdE
I
j represents the average work
performed in reating raks in just the nal strain inre-
ment dεm. Some of the initial mesovolumes led to state
j at maximum strain εm + dεm had all their raks in
plae before the nal strain inrement, while others had
raks arrive in the nal inrement. We write∑
j
pjdE
I
j = g :dεm (33)
where the tensor g has units of stress but is quite distint
from the stress tensor τ .
The rst law for the rok mass is then
dU = τ :dε+ g :dεm + TdS (34)
with the formal denitions
τ =
∂U
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
εm,S
, g =
∂U
∂εm
∣∣∣∣
ε,S
, and T =
∂U
∂S
∣∣∣∣
ε,εm
.
(35)
The natural variables of the fundamental funtion U are
(S, ε, εm). Equivalently if S is treated as the fundamental
funtion, then S = S(U, ε, εm) whih means that the
onstraints plaed on the maximization of S must involve
U , ε, and εm.
The seond law of this rak-based thermodynamis
is that dS ≥ 0 (equal to zero only if dεm = 0 so that no
raks are reated) while a third law may be proposed
by simply dening T = 0 when S = 0. The system
will have zero emergent disorder before raks begin to
arrive and so our third law states that the temperature
T starts at zero and then inreases in magnitude as the
number of raks in the system inreases from zero. The
justiation for this postulate omes a posteriori when
it is found that in order to have zero probability for a
mesovolume being in anything but the unraked state
(S = 0), we must have that T = 0.
D. The probability distribution
To obtain the probability of observing a mesovolume
to be in rak state j, we maximize S = −
∑
j pj ln pj
subjet to the onstraint that
∑
j pj = 1, and to the
additional onstraints that εj = ε, εmj = εm, and∑
j pjEj = U . These onstraints dene our anonial
ensemble. Other ensembles an be dened by onsider-
ing other onstraints involving ε, εm, and U ; however,
sine all ensembles yield idential average properties in
the thermodynami limit, we elet to work only with the
anonial ensemble due to its analytial onveniene.
This maximization problem is solved using Lagrange
multipliers to obtain the Boltzmannian
pj =
e−Ej/T
Z
where Z =
∑
j
e−Ej/T , (36)
and where the parameter T is exatly the partial deriva-
tive ∂U/∂S|ε,εm alled temperature.
E. The free energy and its derivatives
Any equilibrium physial property that depends on the
distribution of raks throughout the system an be ob-
tained from the partition funtion Z given by Eq. (36).
To do so, a thermodynami potential F alled the free-
energy density is introdued that is related to Z by
F (ε, εm, T ) = −T lnZ(ε, εm, T ). (37)
8This potential F is the Legendre transform with respet
to S of the total-energy density U = U(ε, εm, S) as an
be seen from
U − TS =
∑
j
pjEj + T
∑
j
pj ln pj = −T lnZ
∑
j
pj = F
(38)
where we used that ln pj = −Ej/T − lnZ.
When (ε, εm, T ) are the independent variables, the
rst law an be obtained by taking the total derivative
of Eq. (37)
dF = −T
dZ
Z
− lnZ dT
= −T
∑
j
[
−
dEj(ε, εm)
T
+ Ej
dT
T 2
]
pj − lnZ dT
= (F − U)
dT
T
+
∑
j
pj
[
dERj (ε) + dE
I
j (εm)
]
= −SdT + τ :dε+ g :dεm (39)
where we have used the denitions that τj = dE
R
j (ε)/dε
and gj = dE
I
j (εm)/dεm.
With β = 1/T , the various thermodynami funtions
are related to the partial derivatives of lnZ(ε, εm, β) as
−
∂ lnZ
∂β
=
∑
j
Ejpj = U (40)
−
1
β
∂ lnZ
∂ε
=
∑
j
τjpj = τ (41)
−
1
β
∂ lnZ
∂εm
=
∑
j
gjpj = g. (42)
These results, along with S = lnZ + βU , are used in
Paper III.
IV. THE TEMPERATURE
The temperature is a well-dened essential part of our
quenhed-disorder statistis. Through the probability
law pj = e
−Ej/T /Z, the temperature quanties the en-
ergy sale that separates probable from improbable states
and how this energy sale evolves with strain. No other
meaning should be read into T . We now demonstrate
how to exatly obtain T .
A. Evolution of temperature with strain
The only way energy enters the system is by perform-
ing work on the external surfae. Thus, the general rela-
tion dU = τ :dε holds for either loading or unloading sit-
uations. This previously unused fat provides a dieren-
tial equation for T = 1/β that permits everything about
our system to be exatly known one an order-parameter
based model for Ej(ε, εm) is determined and the fun-
tional sums dening Z(ε, εm, β) =
∑
j e
−βEj(ε,εm)
are
performed.
The temperature and entropy only evolve along load
paths dened by ε = εm and only suh paths need be
onsidered in what follows. Using dU = τ : dε, the rst
law [Eq. (34)℄ an then be rewritten
TdS + g :dε = 0. (43)
Sine it always requires energy to break ontats, we have
that g :dε > 0 and onsequently TdS < 0. Furthermore,
sine the entropy (disorder) neessarily grows during the
rak-reation proess (at least initially), the tempera-
ture of our system is negative (at least initially).
The load path of a standard triaxial experiment is
when axial strain εz monotonially inreases while the
radial onning stress τx = τy = −pc remains onstant.
Along this path, all properties evolve only as a funtion
of εz. With Z(ε, εm, β) onsidered as known, the radial
deformation omponents an be expressed in terms of the
axial deformation by using the two equations
βpc =
∂ lnZ
∂εx
∣∣∣∣
εm=ε
=
∂ lnZ
∂εy
∣∣∣∣
εm=ε
to obtain the two funtions
εx = fx(β, εz) and εy = fy(β, εz) (44)
that are valid only along the load path.
We now write dU in two dierent ways. First, dU =
τ :dε is evaluated along the load path to obtain
dU = τzdεz − pc(dfx + dfy). (45)
Seond, we use the fat that U = U(β, ε, εm) to obtain
dU =
∂U
∂β
dβ +
(
∂U
∂εz
+
∂U
∂εmz
)
dεz
+
(
∂U
∂εx
+
∂U
∂εmx
)
dfx +
(
∂U
∂εy
+
∂U
∂εmy
)
dfy.(46)
Upon equating Eqs. (45) and (46) we obtain a rst-order
non-linear dierential equation for β
a(β, εz)
dβ
dεz
+ b(β, εz) = 0 (47)
where a and b are given by
a =
∂U
∂β
+
(
pc +
∂U
∂εx
+
∂U
∂εmx
)
∂fx
∂β
+
(
pc +
∂U
∂εy
+
∂U
∂εmy
)
∂fy
∂β
(48)
b = −τz +
∂U
∂εz
+
∂U
∂εmz
+
(
pc +
∂U
∂εx
+
∂U
∂εmx
)
∂fx
∂εz
+
(
pc +
∂U
∂εy
+
∂U
∂εmy
)
∂fy
∂εz
. (49)
9We are to use τz = −β−1∂ lnZ/∂εz and U = −∂ lnZ/∂β
in these expressions for a and b one the funtion
Z(ε, εm, β) has been determined. Furthermore, all par-
tial derivatives are to be evaluated along the load urve;
i.e., at εmx = fx(β, εz), εmy = fy(β, εz), and εmz = εz.
B. Initial onditions
In order to integrate Eq. (47), initial onditions must
be provided. The initial onditions of our so-alled third
law (i.e., the intat onditions that β = −∞ when εz =
0) are not well-dened for β. Thus, Eq. (47) must be
integrated not from the intat state, but from a state
that ontains at least a few raks so that β 6= −∞.
Aordingly, we dene one-rak initial onditions by
onsidering the point in strain history where on average
throughout the ensemble of mesovolumes, there is one
rak in eah mesovolume. If there are N ells in a meso-
volume, the probability of any given ell to be broken
somewhere in the ensemble is then P1 = 1/N . This
same probability an also be obtained from Grith's
riterion by integrating the quenhed-disorder distribu-
tion of Eq. (24) to obtain P1 = [δE1/(Γd
D−1)]k+1 where
δE1 = ℓ
D
ε1 :δC :ε1/2 is the elasti energy hange due to
a single isolated rak and where ε1 is the strain tensor at
whih on average there is a single rak in eah mesovol-
ume. Thus, we have ε1 :δC :ε1 = 2Γd
D−1/(N1/(k+1)ℓD)
whih an be used to obtain an expression for the initial
axial strain εz1 at whih on average there is one rak
per mesovolume.
To obtain the inverse temperature β1 orresponding
to this initial strain, the exat probability of observing
a partiular type of rak state is determined and om-
pared to our temperature-dependent Boltzmannian. The
partiular states we hoose to analyze are, for simpliity,
those having preisely one broken ell.
The probability pj of a state onsisting of one broken
ell and N − 1 unbroken ells an be written
pj = P1(1− P1)
N−1Πx [1− δP (x)] (50)
where P1 is again the probability of having a single bro-
ken ell and (1−P1)N−1 is the probability of havingN−1
broken ells in the absene of other raks. Thus, the
produt Πx [1− δP (x)] is the probability that no ells
broke due to the strain perturbations aused by the pres-
ene of a rst broken ell where x represents distane
from this rst broken ell. We dene δE2(x) as the elas-
ti energy hange in a mesovolume when a seond ell
breaks solely in the perturbed strain eld emanating from
a rst broken ell. This energy varies with the separation
distane |x| between the two raks as |x|−D. We have
δP (x) =
∫ δE2(x)
0
π(e) de =
(
δE2(x)
ΓdD−1
)k+1
=
c2
|x|D(k+1)
(51)
where Eq. (24) was used for π and where c2 depends on
both the overall applied strain and the angle from the rst
rak's orientation to the seond rak. Sine δP is small
ompared to one (restriting to models where raks are
smaller than the ell size Λ, sine the separation distane
|x| always exeeds it), we have
Πx[1− δP (x)] = 1−
1
ℓD
∫
|x|>Λ
c2
|x|D(k+1)
dDx (52)
and sine k > 0, this spatial integral over the mesovolume
an be negleted in the thermodynami limit.
The onlusion is that
pj = P1(1 − P1)
N−1 = p0
P1
1− P1
= p0e
− ln (N−1)
(53)
where p0 = (1 − P1)N is the probability of the entirely
intat state. This an be ompared to our probability
law where, from Eqs. (26)(28), we have
pj = p0 exp
[
β1
(1− q)
2
ε1 :δC :ε1
]
. (54)
Thus, the inverse temperature that holds when ε = ε1 is
β1 = −
ℓDN1/(k+1) ln(N − 1)
(1− q)ΓdD−1
. (55)
C. Approximate approah to the temperature
The approah just taken in dening the initial ondi-
tions suggests a onvenient way of obtaining an approxi-
mate expression for the temperature.
Consider dilute states j where raks do not signif-
iantly interat. In this ase, the probability Pm that
any one ell has broken when the maximum strain ten-
sor is at εm is again just the umulative distribution
Pm = [ℓ
D
εm : δC : εm/(2Γd
D−1)]k+1. In this ase, the
probability of observing a non-interating state j on-
sisting of Nj raks is pj = P
Nj
m (1 − Pm)(N−Nj) where
we have forgone the analysis of the preeeding setion
demonstrating that the unbroken-ell probabilities are
negligibly inuened by the strain perturbations from the
Nj broken ells (at least for k > 0). We may write
pj = p0 exp
[
− ln
(
1
Pm
− 1
)
Nj
]
(56)
where p0 = (1−Pm)N is the probability of the unbroken
state.
For suh dilute states, the Hamiltonian of Eq. (26) is
written (with εm = ε)
Ej =
1
2
εm :C0 :εm −
(1 − q)
2
εm :δC :εmNj (57)
so that our probability law predits
pj = p0 exp
[
β(1 − q)
2
εm :δC :εmNj
]
. (58)
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Upon using 1/Pm = [2Γd
D−1/(ℓDεm : δC : εm)]
k+1
and
equating Eqs. (58) and (56), the temperature is identied
β(εm) =
−2 ln
{
[2ΓdD−1/
(
ℓDεm :δC :εm
)
]k+1 − 1
}
(1− q)εm :δC :εm
.
(59)
This expression for β has the expeted behavior that
β = −∞ when εm = 0, and that β is a negative and in-
reasing funtion of εm up to the strain point Pm = 1/2
where it smoothly goes to zero. For Pm > 1/2, β is a
positive and inreasing funtion of εm. Our probability
law with β negative predits the intat state to have the
greatest probability, while when Pm > 1/2 and β is pos-
itive, the most probable state jumps to every ell being
broken. Although suh a phase transition ours in ber
bundles [24℄, we demonstrate in Paper III using the ex-
at dierential equation for temperature, that the loal-
ization transition always ours prior to this divergent-
temperature transition.
We emphasize that Eq. (59) is an approximation to
the extent that due to the long-range nature of elasti
interations, one an never truly dene a non-interating
state. We use it to obtain an order-of-magnitude idea of
the temperature at a given strain. But it should always
be onsidered preferable to obtain the temperature by
integrating the exat Eq. (47) from the rst-rak (or
other exat) initial onditions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The present theory of frature in disordered solids
works from the postulate that the probability pj of ob-
serving a mesovolume in a given emergent-rak state j
and at a given applied strain an be determined by maxi-
mizing Shannon's measure of the emergent-rak disorder
subjet to onstraints that ome from the energy balane
of brittle frature. These onstraints are what allow non-
uniform probability distributions to our. The validity
of this postulate an be demonstrated in simpler ases
[24℄ by integrating the probability distribution through
history, but its general validity in the ase of roks with
interating raks remains an open problem. Our ap-
proah to answering this question is to use the statistial
mehanis that follows from our maximal-disorder pos-
tulate to make preditions about the physial properties
of real systems and to ompare suh preditions to labo-
ratory data.
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